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About This Content

Timore 5 The Flood is an addition to Timore 5, where you explore the basement of the Frank's house and discover about the
creation named PAINbot001.

You play as Sarah, who got trapped by PAINbot001, find out about the 001 and get out of the basement.

INFO TO LAUNCH THIS DLC: after purchase launch Timore 5 from your library and choose the second option to launch the
DLC and not the base game.
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timore 5 the flood

Requested a refund after attempting to play for close to a hour and the interaction button failing to work the bulk of the time.
The overall game doesn't feel bad in terms of gameplay but until they get the interaction button issue resolved, the game is in an
unplayable state.

I may check back into this game at a future date but I cannot and do not recommend this game at this time.. You one ugly
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665..... Plus: Fun little game for all ages. Learn
some stuff, challenge your brain, and fly a little plane in a casual environment.
Minus: The only minus is many people, including myself, have had startup issues. See below.
6/10 Overall: Buy this game is you get a decent price, its fun and educational, and the comics you have to read along the way for
the lame storyline are still fun.
FIX: you must delete a file under the installation folder named ATI something-or-other .sys I believe. Its the only one like it. its
a fault in the driver access system, and the developer said it doesnt change anything except to make the game run as intended.

AMD Phenom II X6 1100T 3.3Ghz.
6GB DDR2
2.5TB 7200RPM, 16MB, SATA II
16MB/s Cable/N300 Wifi
XFX 2GB Radeon 6950
Vizio 42" 1080P 3D LED. This game is decent
- I am a total begginer.
- I get told that I like arcadish games, well not this one xD this game has no realism, I think it's obvious to say and I don't expect
this to be realistic.
-This is like an imaginary world, it reminds me to games like mario kart.
- I don't like that most achivements are dlc related, even on a steam sale now that i picked up the game I don't feel they are
worth it

I'm refunding this game now, because I tried it for fun during the sale to play it for a little, but I'm not keen on keeping it in long
gevity, Right now I have many other games to get better.
I thought about giving it negative rating, but I have nothing against it, I am just not interested that much so I give it a positive, let
Codemasters be happy xD. (I prefer this game over f12016 and 17 they suck :P jk , well their gamepad handling :P)

Overall 7/10. If you are like me and played the original version on the Sega CD all those years ago, I think you'll enjoy this
remastered version. It is the same basic game, with much improved video quality over the original release. The documentaries
and the unlockables round out the package well.

There are little touches the Steam release could use, like hot keys for each room, video controls for the documentaries and a
windowed mode option. They don't detract enough from the game experience to be considered issues.. A lovely, relaxing game
to sit back and play as you listen to elevator music whilst constructing a house. (Or anything, for that matter.)
There is no goal, nor are there any achievements to work towards other than your own gratification upon finishing your design.
I would consider this more of a software than a game, really.

Overall, I highly recommend this game to those who enjoy constructing fantasy buildings and\/or homes and towns. Let your
creativity and imagination fly!

I obtained this game at a discount, and would also recommend purchasing the game when it is on sale rather than full price..
Don't get fooled by the thumbnail.
There are no spoilers
There is no nitrous
and there are no widebodies.
All it is is the normal engine\/performance parts but with a couple % extra HP.
Oh, and it takes ages to load, even when restarting a run on the drag strip. Oh? Reset the time and put you back at the spawn
location you say? Nooooooo. We must restart the entire level.. I had been waiting for this game to be released, but was surprised
local co-op was not available. I initially decided not to buy, but then I read the devs intend to add this feature so I got it anyway.
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It does exactly what it seems to want to do: replicate a late 80s or early 90s run-and-gun platformer. The levels themselves are
tributes to various classic games of the era. There are some puzzle elements to the game as well, plus a good variety of weapons
and other items to pick up along the way. A wide variety of different video options are available, too (raster effects, edge
curvature, color adjustments).

I recommend the game for anyone to whom this sort of game appeals, although I personally wouldn't have bought it if two
player co-op was not in the works... It would be a shame if a "best buds" game couldn't actually be played with buds.
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I have played for a very short period of time, but, this game is great. If you've played any metroidvania, particularly SOTN,
you'll be right at home with this game. The art is really nice, music is great, and the gameplay mechanics are really easy to get a
hang of.. After several tries I failed to pass even the first level. Buy I like this game anyway. I will try again later xDDD. I dont
normally enjoy roguelike games, but this ones is super fun, and addictive.

PROS

-awesome soundtrack
-NOT PIXEL GRAPHICS
-super smooth controls
-fun combat
-great art style
-addictive gameplay
-NOT PIXEL GRAPHICS
-co-op
-online multiplayer lobby

CONS
-online multiplayer lobby only worked to put me in a group once, and i suspect its because not many people were queued up. If
this feature actually worked and grouped you when you didnt have friends online it would be awesome because:
-the game gets difficult fast, and it would be super beneficial to have easy access to a better player pool.

all in all i would highly reccomend trying this game to anyone , if you dont end up liking it , you can always refund.. It´s like
mario kart, but with f1 drivers. this game has a bright future
I'm really suprised how few people have picked this up, this has a little of everything
the workshop will totally make this game, thats when some very good user created campaigns will start rollin out
the dev is very active in the forums and the updates keep coming
the game is a blast, grab the demo and give it a try, you'll get hooked
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